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I. Organizational Structure:

1. Safety Officer: Every event should have at least one appointed Safety Officer to inspect participants for safe weapons, safe animals, safe and experienced riders and to oversee general scenario safety. When there is more than one Safety Officer there should still be one person who is designated as the final authority. Responsibility “may be” divided so as one Safety Officer deals only with animals and another deals with weapons, gear, and camping. Both would devise and enforce the needed safety requirements for scenarios.

2. Duties of the Safety Officer: Safety Officers will execute the following:
   a. Inspect all personnel for proper uniforms, properly operating weapons, clothing, accoutrements, drill or animal handling skills.
   b. Inspect horse and draft animals and their equipment.
   c. Inspect the site where an event is to be held and be sure that it meets the needs of the participants and scenario. If not, the activity should be adjusted.
   d. Maintain an information file on each horse or animal in attendance. (Most reenactors will return annually for good events and after a file is created the updates are easy to maintain.) Files should contain, but not necessarily be limited to, an accurate physical description and all required medical tests.
   e. Be sure that safety meetings are held and that safety information reaches all of the effected groups so that everyone knows what the safety rules are and to be sure that they are followed. This needs to be emphasized for each action scenario as terrain and circumstances might effect the safety rules that are applied as well as the potential hazards which participants should be made aware of.

3. Every Person Is An Event Safety Officer: No reenactor at an event will be made to perform any activity that they feel is unsafe to themselves or others. Anyone who feels they cannot safely perform a task should advise a unit officer or group leader. Also anyone who sees a potential hazard or the opportunity for a potential hazard should report it either to their immediate superior, the event Safety Officer or the Event Coordinator.
4. **Group Leaders:** At military reenactments (as well as reenactments of civilian activities) military unit commanders and leaders of any other group (wagoners, civilians, bandits, Native Americans, and so on) will attend the safety meetings held by the Safety Officer to outline safety for the event. These unit commanders, and group leaders, should walk the ground of scenarios prior to the actual activity so that they know what is required of them, as well as what challenges the terrain offers for safe maneuver and communications. These unit commanders and group leaders have the responsibility of giving all of the people in their unit or group all safety rules as regards the event, as well as any information about potential hazards discussed at the safety meetings. They are in effect considered the safety officers of their respective units or groups and are responsible for their group or units ability to meet the safety standards set for the event. They must convey to their members not only all the basic safety information but also how each action of each scenario will be cued so that it unfolds safely and according to the plan. The event Safety Officer and/ or Event Coordinator are relying on the knowledge, experience, and leadership of unit commanders and leaders to guide them, as well as the participants in a well executed and safe event. Safety Rules and terrain problems must be communicated to every participant.

5. **Provost Marshall:** If you are having an event which includes an encampment a Provost Marshal in charge of camp safety should also be appointed. This person should set up the proper tent lines for laying out military camps, as well as set some standard for civilian camps which will permit spectators to safely walk through the camps and receive interpretive information by participants. For small events the Safety Officer, Provost Marshall and Event Coordinator might all be the same person. As an event grows in size it is usually better to spread the load amongst several people appointing assistants where needed but leaving one person as the final authority.

6. **Event Coordinator or Property Owner:** If the Event Coordinator and Property Owner are two different people they must work out, before the event, what the event rules will be, and who will be responsible for what needs to be done, as well as who will be the final authority on the various event components. There should be one final authority for event activities. State and Federal Park employees often apply the rules of their agencies and maintain all final authority and policing. Local government, many state agencies, and almost all private individuals or civic club owners will look to the reenactor event coordinators to run their own safe event. That fact makes the implementation of these rules both an asset and written statement of your willingness to operate in a professional manner.

**II. General Event Organization:**

1. When organizing an event you should contact not only the site where the event is to be held, but you should also check all town, city, state, and federal ordinances, rules and regulations that might apply. This is particularly true if any part of an event will cross or use state or federal park properties.

2. It is common place for the requirement of fire permits for campfires. These are usually obtainable from park management, fire wardens or fire chiefs. Other permits should be looked into. Does each weapon carrying participant need a letter of invitation to carry the weapons across state borders? Is there a no weapons firing ordinance within town limits at specific times of day (example not before 8:00 am or after dusk 9:00pm). Can waivers of ordinances be obtained if the scenario is scheduled earlier or later than the allotted time. Don’t push your luck and try to hold a scenario when you shouldn’t because authorities can shut you down and give the whole hobby a black eye in the process.

3. Take confined spaces into account when planning a scenario. To blow off a cannon on a street can result in broken windows and the setting off of store burglar alarms and car alarms. Spectators could have, or claim to have, ear damage. Even both barrels of a four or twelve gauge shot gun with full loads could produce the same result.

4. Designate an administrative area or tent where participants must check in as they arrive to get “set up” instructions, and from which all participants can receive information concerning all aspects of the event. The first person arriving from a group should be treated as if they are in charge of that group until more senior members of the group arrive. As participants arrive always review safety rules with all of them. Designate in the schedule a time to have a safety meeting to discuss and plan all activities before the first event or presentation. You want everyone to be aware that you want to avoid any accident or incident that leads to injuries.
5. Each participant should be aware from the time they are invited to attend an event that modern anachronisms are unacceptable at authentic events. Modern beverages must be consumed from time period appropriate containers, or while in an out of site location (such as a tent). Modern foods must be consumed out of site. Cigarettes should be smoked out of site at most events because they were not common until the end of the western period. Other forms of tobacco consumption such as cigars and pipes were common throughout the western period and pose no great problem. Other common infractions include wrist watches and modern eyeglass frames. Participants should be required to wear natural fiber materials of proper patterns and designs from the moment the event opens to the public to the time it closes.
6. Each group leader or their representative (as well as individuals if that is deemed necessary) must attend the safety meeting. If key individuals miss it, they must be updated before the first activity or scenario. There are many different scenarios and you should consider any hazards that might go with each. At the meeting the following should be discussed:
   a. The detail of planned scenarios.
   b. All the potential hazard or risk items, the rules applied to each, and the location of emergency personnel or stations.
   c. Ask everyone in attendance to ask questions and voice concerns.
   d. Review all procedures and the events to be staged. For a complex day of scenarios review the activities for one block of time during the day and schedule a second meeting to discuss the last block of time of the day's activities. Don't over load your reenactors with so many scenarios at one time that they can't keep them straight in their minds.
   e. Be sure that everyone knows that they are each responsible for safety, and in that light they should report to the event coordinators any “suspicious behavior” among the reenactors or the general public that seems strange, unsafe, or of concern.
   f. Make sure everyone knows where to park their vehicles, trailers, etc. and be sure that everyone is prepared to stay parked for the whole day or if moving a vehicle they travel at very slow speeds at the event site. Vehicles should be parked in an area where they do not have to travel through authentic camp or spectator pedestrian areas when coming to or from the event. Drive safely.
   g. Be sure that there is a plentiful supply of drinking water and that everyone knows where it is and has easy access to it. Try to keep the water in a cool place and encourage the reenactor leadership to keep all their members well hydrated.
   h. Identify any hazards at the site, broken culverts, gofer holes, trenches, debris and so on.
   i. If an accident occurs tell everyone to yell, “REAL EMERGENCY” or “WE NEED AN EMT.” Saying “medic” could be mistaken as part of a scenario.
   j. Be sure that everyone knows where the safety perimeters will be for each scenario. This is where the general public will be to watch action activities. A device, rope, fence or barrier must be in place to separate the event scenario from the spectator viewing area. If possible safety officers who will walk the barrier to keep the public in the safety zone should be identified at the meeting.
   k. Assurances for the care and maintenance of animals attending the event must be made. All accommodations for them should be discussed as well as what arrangements have been made to keep them under control and how to keep the spectators away from them.
   l. Livestock and horses are not allowed in the area of camp fires or in the streets of camps or sutler areas.
   m. Keep the public away from the rear quarters of a horse and always inform the public as politely as possible of any safety problem there may be around an animal. Don't be afraid to tell the public to stand back or move to a different viewing vantage point.
   n. Posting camp guards should be avoided if possible, but when there is a threat of pilferage or horse or animal safety guards will be posted. Postings will be divided between all the groups present. A minimum guard mount would be a Sergeant of the guard who would march the assembled guards to their allotted posts for each shift. He would return the off shift by marching them from their posts back to their own tent area. Civilian guards might be posted by assembling and disbursing from a prearranged location such as a particular tent.
III. Care And Management of Animals At Events:

1. Site Selection:

Organizers of events must take into consideration all the needs of the people and the animals needed to perform the event. Some original sites have become so encroached upon by modern development that they do not lend themselves to events with animals and alternatives must be sought. Events that include wagon trains, stock animals, cavalry units, and some opposing mounted force must include enough space to accommodate all the animals comfortably. An event site where animals play a big part of the activity should include the following:

a. The availability of open space for Cavalry to properly exercise, deploy and picket horses in a secured area near their camp but easily isolated from spectators by rope lines, terrain features, fencing, or some other device. A space of one well manicured acre of field for every four horses is recommended. More wooded and rough terrain might require more space.

b. A close site inspection should be held by the safety officers to warn animal handlers of any gofer holes or other hazards. Each animal handler should also conduct an inspection of the ground allotted to them before unloading animals.

c. There should be room for period reproduction tents, cook fires, and an animal picket or billeting area of some sort. The historic interpretive camp should look authentic in every way. The camp area where animals are kept should be large enough that spectators can see the animals but not have easy access to them. Spectator access should be limited to guided tours or controlled demonstrations. Spectators should not be allowed near the animals on their own and they should not be encouraged to pet or touch the animals in any way. Animals should be kept at least ten feet from company streets and tents. Horses should be saddled at the picket line but never among the tent area. Animals should be taken to be watered two at a time and retied to the picket line in the same place each time. This avoids confusion about which animals have been watered and which ones haven’t been.

d. An area for a modern camp (well away from and preferably out of site of the historic camp area) should be arranged where animal pens can be set up and where their transport trailers can be located. Water, straw, shade, and horse/animal care equipment should all be located there to support the health and well being of the animals at the event. This area is instrumental when it is determined that an animal should be removed from the historic camp.

e. All camp and picket sites should include easy access to food, water, and shade for the animals. These sites should be free of chemical spray on plants the animals may consume. Each animal owner is responsible for providing their own forage, grain, or hay for their animals unless otherwise notified by event coordinators prior to the event.

f. If possible, animal resting places between event scenarios should be sought that are both cool and relatively insect free.

g. A local equine veterinarian and farrier should be on call. The name and number should be posted in a place where participants the safety officer and event organizers can easily find it should the need arise.

2. Health and Disposition:

Events are a terrible experience for livestock. The public has little or no knowledge of safe horse or livestock handling. It is our responsibility to protect the animals and the public. Know your animals and be aware of their limits.

a. It is essential that only animals fit for service be used at events. Animals that are lame, sickly, appear to have been beaten, or are exhausted will be determined to be unfit for service and will not be allowed to participate. This decision will be made by the Safety Officer together with whomever is the final authority for major event decisions. If agreement of the parties cannot be reached a veterinarian can be called to resolve the issue. The Safety Officer will examine all animals before an event in order to be sure of observable soundness and fitness for use.

b. Each horse must have proof of a current negative Coggins test. Coggins test validation is different in various states (Texas 12 months many other states 6 months). Also a health certificate may be required in some areas. You need to know the requirements before going to, and definitely before organizing, an event.
c. No stallions are permitted at events.

d. No animal will attend an event until it has been tried at a training session. The training session should include stressing the animals by exposing them to loud noises, bands, flapping flags and an inconsiderate public. The animal must also tolerate and behave well on a picket line.

e. Any animal that misbehaves or acts aggressively toward people will not be given a second chance. They should be removed from the public areas of the event or from the event site.

f. Animals that show signs of stress must be taken to a quiet, safe place. All animals, even tested good ones, can tire or wear out. Noise has a cumulative effect, especially on horses. Riders and drivers who find themselves in this situation should take the animals to the modern trailer area away from the public and the noise where they can rest, feed, water, and regain their composure. Event organizers should provide such an area or let each person bringing animals arrange their own trailers and gear to create such an area.

g. No horse should be left alone. Keep horses in pairs or more, unless being ridden.

h. Livestock should never be left unattended.

i. The public should never be allowed to feed the animals.

j. No member of the public should be allowed to ride an animal.

k. No member of the public should be allowed to drive a wagon or team pulled farm equipment.

l. Participants should only be riding or driving their own animal or an animal that they are familiar with through many previous uses. If this is not the case the animal’s normal owner or handler must always be close at hand to take charge of the situation as may be needed should an animal become confused or frightened.

m. No one pets an oxen except the owner and driver.

n. No horse will be cantered or galloped into a crowd of people.

o. Pets should be discouraged from attending all events be they pets of reenactors or spectators. Any pet attending an event such as a dog, cat, chicken, weasels, and especially “caged ferrets” must be kept on a short leash.

p. All pets, especially large guard dog breeds should be kept away from children. Children who often stare at such dogs cause the dog to feel challenged and therefore the dog may uncharacteristically attack the child. Such breeds should be completely prohibited from overnight participation at an event and must be on an attended strong leash at all times. If the dog is nervous it must be muzzled with a proper muzzle designed for that breed of dog.

3. Rider, Horse, And Equipment:

The proficient and safe operation of Cavalry and other mounted interpretations is paramount for any organization who wants to maintain a liability insurance policy and not be seen as a high risk element. Animals and their riders are a leading cause of accidents in the reenacting hobby. Frequent reenacting accidents can effect the whole hobby by raising liability premiums to a point where they are no longer affordable, and possibly shutting down not only your group, or unit, but also the entire hobby. If you are a horse rider you “might” be taking the future of the entire hobby in your hands each time you pull on the reins. Act responsibly!

a. Riders:

1. Level One Participants: In the best conditions, a Level One Participant and their horse will have demonstrated their control ability to their unit commander or group leader prior to attending their first reenactment event. Horses and/or riders who are new to the reenactment hobby should be treated as beginners. Experienced reenactment riders on new, rented, or borrowed horses should also be treated as beginners until they show a proficiency (with that particular horse) that would have them otherwise treated. The rider must demonstrate their ability to control their mount. They also should not be allowed to participate in complex drill or reenactment programs where they are thrown into the middle of a fray of horses, people, gunfire, and saber slashes. They should either be used in lesser roles and/or be accompanied by highly experienced horses and horsemen operating in a less active area of the field. It is the responsibility of unit commanders and group leaders to make sure that both riders and animals are not exposed to situations beyond their tested abilities. Failure to make the proper evaluation on the unit or group level will cause the Event Safety Officer to make their own evaluation. The
Safety Officer, who observes control problems, may then demand compliance from unit commanders and group leaders to either change the position or responsibilities of beginners (or individuals and/or horses that are out of control). Failure to comply with the Safety Officer may result in the rider and horse being removed from the field or if the problem is widespread the entire group or unit may be removed from the field. Level One participants should be kept at the greatest possible distance from the spectator lines during action events. Their camp and picket arrangements should also be positioned with the idea of keeping them at the greatest distance from the public as possible, while still being in the same camp. It is the responsibility of unit commanders and group leaders (as well as their experienced membership) to take beginners under their tutelage. You must train them and warn them about all the hazards your experiences have taught you about. When both rider and horse have demonstrated their control and knowledge of the necessary maneuvering skills they will become Level Two Participants.

2. Level Two Participant: Is a horseman and horse who has demonstrated their ability to perform safely in the field to their unit commander or group leader prior to attending a full reenactment. To be considered a full Level Two Participant the reenactor should also have attended at least five reenactments where there are either large numbers of the general public or where reenactment gun fire has been present. Horses must be calm and tractable and must not panic when exposed to gunfire, musical instruments, flags, flashing sabers, and so on. A rider must be able to get the horse to walk, trot, canter, stop and turn his mount maintaining complete control. It is desirable that a rider be able to ride without stirrups and turn his horse with one hand. It is recommended that those who can not do so should learn and practice these practical techniques.

Native Americans rarely used saddles or stirrups but Level One (and possibly Level Two) Participants who portray Native Americans may need these riding aides. Safety is the first consideration. To keep horses under control authenticity will be sacrificed. You can camouflage saddles, and so on, but if a rider needs them for control, then they must have them regardless of their historical interpretation.

3. Training can take a number of forms but here are a few suggestions. Cavalry units usually operate in columns of pairs or fours and many times are arranged merely by horse color. Civilian wagon trains sometimes arrange themselves in a similar fashion, and so on. Groups with several new members should arrange themselves veteran/recruit/recruit/veteran. If this marching order is assumed, then the same order is assumed on the picket line and in tent placement directly behind the horses. In the tent line the veteran reenactor is assigned to the recruit next to them to lend a hand and give instructions. This will bring recruits up to speed at a faster rate than if they are left to their own devices.

4. Cavalry and civilian riders will be given twenty minutes to saddle and bridle. (In other words there will be 20 minutes between “Boots and Saddles” and “To Horse.”) By giving everyone enough time to saddle and bridle the rider has the opportunity to make sure everything is on correctly with a proper fit and there are no last minute problems with horse gear that cannot be corrected. If the event schedule doesn’t support this amount of time the schedule should be changed, not the policy.

5. No civilian rider should be used as an official scout impression unless his horse gear, armament, drill and maneuvers match that of the Cavalry he is with. Being a scout is not a method of avoiding army rules and regulations.

b. Horse:

1. Contrary to regulations sets of four horses on a picket line will snap link straps to the halter not the rein ring of the curb bit (see figure 1.)

2. Only one style of knot should be used to hitch a horse on a picket line. (Imagine trying to untie every conceivable knot in a hurry at night.) (See figure 2.) This knot was illustrated by Randy Steffen years ago in Western Horseman Magazine. He stated it was used by the old horse cavalry. That probably meant the 1930’s, but was most likely used much earlier.

3. Two types of knots are used to provide loops on the line for individual horses. (See figures 3 & 4.)
4. Horses will not be tied to a fixed object by means of the reins.

5. Drill or horse demonstrations or workouts will not be conducted on an open ended basis. The length of drill and so on will be announced at the start. However no drill, and so forth, should exceed one hour's duration without a break for men and horses.

6. Cavalry units should not use obvious Paint and Appaloosa horses at uniformed public events (trail rides excepted).

7. Recommended breeds, particularly for Cavalry units, are Quarterhorses, Morgans, and Tennessee Walkers. These breeds seem to adapt well to reenacting conditions, but others may work depending on the horse. Acceptable colors (for Cavalry) are bay, chestnut, sorrel, buckskin, black, and grey.

c. Equipment:

Members should avoid the purchase of the wrong type of gear by checking with their unit commanders (Cavalry) or group leader (Civilian Portrayals) before accumulating all the wrong gear. Many groups are judged by other reenactors and the general public based on the authenticity and uniformity of their gear. Cutting corners hurts the group.

1. Each unit or group is responsible for its own research and documentation of uniform, civilian attire, and equipment for people and animals. All equipment should be made of natural materials and as close as possible to the original so that at a distance of five feet you could not tell the difference.

2. Western saddles should only be used by civilian riders. They are almost always inappropriate for army scouts.

3. Cavalry saddles should be the McClellan saddle with black leather, and rigged as the 1859 model. The 1904 models can be stripped and re-rigged as the 1859 model. More modern rigging for the early time periods is not acceptable.

4. The 1847 G rimsley saddle is acceptable for Cavalry as well, particularly for the Mexican War period. It was used by some, particularly by officers, in the war between the states.

5. All Cavalry horse equipment should be black in color. Confederate Cavalry can use russet colored saddles.

6. All halters, headstalls, breast straps, etc. must be of the correct period in style and make. No modern equipment will be allowed.

7. Bits must be curb bits, with curb chain. No hackamores.

8. For safety, use of a surcingle is mandatory. Lead straps are mandatory.

9. Link straps should be purchased to link horses when fighting dismounted.

10. Saddle blankets for Cavalry must be of military pattern. No Indian, Mexican, or modern western-style blankets for Cavalry.

11. Every individual should perform an inspection of their saddle, girth, headstall, and reins before you fall in line.

12. For all period horse equipment, recommended vendors are:

Doug Kid
Border States Leather Works
Route 4, 13 Appleblossom Lane
Springdale, AR 72764
(501) 361-2642

Gabriel Libraty
5530 Juel Gill Road
Myakka City, FL 34251
(941) 322-2560
E-mail: Libraty@Juno.com
Figure 1: Method of Using a Link Strap

Figure 2: Picket Line Hitch

Figure 3: Middleman Knot

Figure 4: Bowline on a Blight
IV. Wagon Trains:

Wagon Trains are seldom part of an old west event unless the event is one stop along their way. Most wagon trains are cross country activities that last more than a weekend and travel several tens of miles, sometimes camping and opening their camps to community activities while en-route. Wagon trains are usually an event unto themselves, but when they become part of a bigger reenactment their leadership must become aware of the event rules and be prepared to abide by them. Event organizers must also make themselves aware of wagon train rules and procedures and be prepared to meet the needs of wagon train personnel. Both the event coordinator and safety officer must work with the leadership and safety officer of the wagon train to interface their safety rules and to attend to the comfort and ability of the participants to enjoy the event.

1. The Wagonmaster will be the person in charge of the wagon train and will have the final say in decisions regarding the trail to follow, personal behavior and conflict resolution. The authority of the wagonmaster shall be respected at all times. Members or participants asked to leave the wagon train for reasons of bad conduct or misbehavior will not be entitled to any refund of participation fees paid.

2. Liability insurance must be in place for any wagon train. The wagon train will not assume any liability for the physical conditions of anyone joining the wagon train. When a participant registers they will sign a waiver of liability, whatsoever, on the part of the wagon train club or leadership for the member's health and well being. Participants must be mentally and physically capable to travel with the wagon train and are responsible for their own health care.

3. Registration of participants is mandatory. Registration forms will contain specific information concerning the dates of the wagon train, release of liability statement, and pricing of the event. All participants must also attend an orientation meeting prior to the beginning of the wagon train event.

4. Campsites will be predetermined and permission to camp prenegotiated with landowners and land administration officials. Wagon train leadership will be responsible for a pre-inspection of each site and clean up and repair of any damage caused. Where necessary, a signed agreement will be made with the landowners when private land is to be traversed or when camping on private land. Traversing and camping on Federal or State land will be done in accordance with the rules of that jurisdiction.

5. Community Activities should be encouraged around the arrival and departure of a wagon train event. All participants, as ambassadors of the wagon train, are encouraged to share their wagon train experiences with spectators.

6. Wagon Train Meals should either be catered or prepared by assigned groups within the wagon train as determined by the wagon train leadership. Individual cooking should not be allowed and fires should all be in one area. (See Camp Rules in this manual.) Water should be provided by the club or by pre-arrangement with the sites where the wagon train will stop. All participants should have water canteens or bottles for their personal use. Meal costs should generally be included in registration fees.

7. Wagon Train Stock may include horses, mules and oxen. No stallions or mares with colts will be allowed. All state requirements for stock crossing state lines will be adhered to. All horses and mules must have a coggins test and health certificate prior to joining the wagon train. A current brand inspection is required for all stock and the brand inspection papers should be in the owner's possession at all times. It is strongly recommended that all horses and mules be vaccinated against the West Nile Virus. All horses and mules must be shod. In the event of an animal death, the animal will be hauled to a community landfill and disposed of in the dead animal pit or other appropriate place.
8. **Stock Feed** will be weed-free pellets, or local hay and oats. Participants should not be allowed to bring their own stock feed. Pricing will include stock feed. Water for live stock should be hauled in daily to campsites where it can be placed in tanks or individual buckets. Water stops along the route should be planned. Landowners must be consulted for the use of stock ponds on their land and the wagon train must be granted permission for use of said ponds.

9. **Veterinary Services** should be made available during any event at the owner's expense. A veterinary will make the final decisions regarding the condition of health and ability of all animals to travel on the trip. Transportation of sick or injured animals away from the wagon train should be made available. Stock owners should have some first aid items on hand, e.g. fly spray, hydrogen peroxide, bandage material including a sterile bandage with pressure wrap, an antibiotic ointment, and pain reliever such as phenylbutazone (bute), either pill or paste form.

10. **Stock Management** is one of the most important and critical aspects of the wagon train for the safety of all concerned. It is the responsibility of each horseman to properly manage and take care of his or her animal. Animals must be managed so that they represent no danger to each other, camp traffic, and sleeping areas. Animals must be broke to ride, work and pull before arriving at any event. Think of the safety of others! Each campsite must have space to properly keep track of all stock.
   a. No picket stakes or hobbles will be allowed.
   b. No stock is to be tied to trees or to wagons, without the owner's permission.
   c. Picket lines will be provided at each campsite for the purpose of saddling and unsaddling mounts – not generally for overnight tethering.
   d. Battery operated electric corrals should be used for overnight containment of horses and mules.
   e. Animal owners should have a feed tub and water bucket for each animal in their custody.
   f. Pack animals should not be encouraged for use with a wagon train or be allowed in the camp of the wagon train.

11. **Wagons** must have working brakes and a canvas cover. Wagons must have wooden spoked wheels and no inflatable rubber tires. Each wagon must be equipped with rough lock chains or rough lock shoes and chocks. Wagons must be staked to the ground at night when high winds are possible. The wagonmaster prior to beginning the wagon train will inspect wagons and equipment for safety and soundness. The wagonmaster may refuse a wagon if it is determined that it is unable to safely make the trip. Wagons participating that have sponsorship may display banners and or flags when in camp. Only state flags or banners approved in advance by the wagonmaster can be displayed while the train is moving. Plaques approved by the wagonmaster can be permanently attached to the wagons. Each wagon must carry a fire extinguisher, shovel, and supplies for fighting fires. It is recommended that each wagon carry a 5 gallon plastic bucket with lid, filled with water and several gunny sacks to aid in beating down a grass fire.

12. **Horseback Riders** or outriders for a specific wagon should be in front of or by the side of their wagon at all times. Pleasure riders are not to ride in front of any wagon – they must be at the sides, far enough away that they will not interfere with outriders and teams, or behind the wagon train. There will be no galloping past riders and wagon teams. All horseback riders must wear boots while riding.

13. **General Camp Rules** call for authentic dress at all times especially while in camp. There will be no baseball caps, tank tops, shorts, and so on. We are reenacting historical events and should try to be as authentic as possible. Yellow slickers are acceptable, but no bright blues, oranges, etc. Participants are generally responsible for their own sleeping arrangements, either in their wagons or in canvas tents. Tents must be of the period being reenacted – modern back packing, pop-up type tents will not be allowed. All tents and camping are to be inside the wagon circle with all horses and mules outside the wagon circle. Other rules are:
   a. Alcoholic consumption will be prohibited until the wagon train is in camp, and closed to the public, and then in moderation. No one is to be under the influence of alcohol, legal or illegal drugs at any time. Anyone so impaired will be kept away from animals and could be asked to leave the event.
   b. Camping will be only in the designated campsite.
   c. No fireworks of any type are permitted. This rule will be strictly enforced.
d. Participants are responsible for the security of their personal possessions, wagon, gear, tools, and livestock.
e. No firearms will be allowed on the wagon train unless part of a historical reenactment on a specific site. This rule will be strictly enforced.
f. Camp quite hours are from 9:30 pm to 5:30 am.
g. See section VI Setting Camp for more details on making an authentic and safe camp.

14. Fire Precautions must always be taken. As stated before each wagon should have a fire extinguisher, shovel, and supplies for fighting fires. Extreme care must be taken with matches and cigarettes. No open fires will be permitted except those in the wagon train circle as designated by the wagonmaster. Fire fighting instruction should be given as part of the orientation meeting prior to the wagon train event.

15. Traffic Control is of enormous importance on a wagon train. All authorized support vehicles, wagons, and horseback riders are to remain on designated routes. No cross-country travel should be permitted by any wheeled vehicle or wagon. Repair and vet crews will retrieve stranded wagons and animals by traveling with the flow of the wagon train. Side trips or deviations from the wagon train route will not be allowed. Wagons and outriders must travel in the designated tracks of the wagon train. Participants will remain in parade or wagon formation on county roads and highways to ensure the safety of the wagon train participants. Club members or participants will act as road guards at highway crossings. Road crossing guards will wear identifiable reflective clothing and will carry flags or signs to ensure visibility. The wagon train will comply with all road departments and Highway Patrol regulations for event management.

16. Cultural Resources encountered on the trip, such as artifacts, are not to be touched, picked up, or damaged in any way.

17. Sanitation facilities at camp sites during an event will generally be self-contained chemical facilities or other approved facilities. A self-contained unit should travel with the wagon train so as to be accessible to participants during rest stops. A staging area should be set up at each campsite for authorized support vehicles including sanitation facilities. Clean up crews and trash disposal facilities should be provided for each campsite. The participants are responsible for trash and litter clean up along the route and in the campsite areas. Stakes, flagging materials, temporary facilities, litter, and all other event related materials will be removed from the route, lunch stops, and campsite areas. The route and campsite will be restored to a condition satisfactory to the landowner.

V. Other Impressions:

For more detailed information concerning all aspects of the military, such as Infantry, artillery, and Cavalry we suggest you refer to the Living History Association (LHA) web site for the Safety Manuals of the Living History Association. These manuals were created by LHA members and are great safety resources. The web site is located at: www.livinghistoryassn.org.
VI. Setting Camp

1. Introduction

The use of common sense while setting up, starting and maintaining cook fires, participating in the encampment, and dismantling the camp, will reduce the number of hazards and accidents. The overall commander of the camp (and/or event coordinator) shall be the Provost Marshall. This person will be in charge of military castrementation, the placement of civilian camps, the fire pit areas, and the general administration of the encampment. The Provost Marshall will advise all participants of specific rules and regulations regarding the camp, since various locations, city and state ordinances and conditions would necessitate accommodation to the situation. The rules and safety regulations that follow are a general guideline only, and will be augmented by specifics as required by local ordinances and space restrictions.

2. Campfires

   a. All fires will be enclosed in proper fire pits, or on steel plates, or fireboxes not to exceed an area of four (4) feet in diameter in all directions cleared of flammable materials such as limbs, leaves, and so on.
   b. Fires shall not be left unattended in camp areas at any time and must be attended by an adult.
   c. No fuels other than untreated wood shall be used for fires, in consideration of safety, authenticity and the environment.
   d. The area surrounding the fire pits shall be tended by an adult reenactor to prohibit direct contact of the fire with any member of the general public.
   e. Fires must be extinguished before turning in for the evening.
   f. The hours of burning, size and placement of fires shall be in accordance with local and state (or federal) regulations and shall be regulated by the Provost Marshall or host, or both.
   g. No bonfires are permitted.
   h. Fires must be no closer than five (5) feet to a cook fly, and twenty (20) feet away from tents.
   i. A bucket of water must be at each fire pit.
   j. Children must not be allowed to tend fires without adult supervision; no playing around fire pits.
   k. At the end of its use, fire pits must be drenched in water, stirred, drenched again, replacing the sod and re-leveling the ground to its former appearance.
   l. No garbage may be burned in a fire pit.
   m. Axes and hatchets must not be left around camp fires, wood piles, or in walk areas, but rather they must be sheathed and put in a secured tent or camp chest.

3. Evening Lighting

   a. Candles ensconced in a properly enclosed lantern are strongly recommended as the lighting in and around camp.
   b. Lanterns shall be kept a safe distance from flammable articles such as clothing, baskets and tent canvas.
   c. Under no circumstances should a lantern be placed near a saw dust pile or on a bale of hay.
   d. No wooden lanterns in tents. (They burn)
4. Smoking
   a. Prohibited in tents.
   b. Shall not be allowed within fifty (50) feet of black powder storage areas of cartridge fabrication designated by the Provost Marshall, event safety officer or host unit.
   c. All gunpowder not in the hands of individual participants will be stored in a secure tent at least 50 feet from campfires and smoking areas. All bulk stored gunpowder should be in pre-made cartridges. It should not be loose or in flasks. The making of cartridges at events should be discouraged.

5. Horses and Animals
   a. Prohibited from being ridden or driven in the company streets of a military camp. They should be kept at least ten feet away from all tents. Tack will be taken to the picket line for saddling. Horses will not be brought to a tent for saddling. If there is no picket line and trailers are used, the trailers will be well away from the tents.
   b. Prohibited from being ridden or driven along the fire line of camps.
   c. Prohibited from being ridden or driven in the pedestrian areas of Sutlers Row.
   d. Each unit or group should maintain their own picket line of animals and animals from one picket line should not be mixed with animals from another picket line.
   e. All picket lines should be attended by a reenactor.
   f. From a picket line horses should be watered as follows: An NCO or person in charge should untie the horses two at a time and hand them off to the person who is taking them to be watered. That person will return to the same position in the line after watering and the person in charge will retie them to the picket line. This way, by putting each horse back in the place from which it came the person in charge will always know when all the horses have been watered and will never miss watering any horse. At small events each owner should water their own horse. Water call should be at least twice a day, more in hot weather.
   g. Stables should be conducted at least once during each event; being a length of 20 minutes. For an 0800 Saturday to early afternoon Sunday event stables would be once on Saturday.

6. Public Safety: Camps
   a. Camps must be neat and well organized with clear walkways through and around camps.
   b. Camp fires must be attended by an alert adult that will keep spectators a safe distance from fires, hot pots, kettles, sharp objects, and any visible hazard.
   c. Cook fires must always be a bed of coals or of practical size. Bonfires are not permitted.
   d. No firing or loading or keeping of loaded weapons in camp is allowed.
   e. No firing or handling of weapons by spectators is allowed.
   f. It is best to arrange to have reenactor guides for spectators going through the camps in groups. Spectator children should be accompanied by an adult when visiting living history encampments. Another option is to have the camp areas roped off so the spectators can only walk around the perimeter of the camp. Still a third option is to make sure that each camp have an official greeter (docent) who guides spectators while visiting their camp before letting them travel to the next camp where that camp's greeter would welcome and guide them through that camp as well. This would continue down the line of camps to the end.
   g. When dealing with the public try to be as polite as possible. This will advance the best impression and avoid any incidents. If they ask questions and you do not know the information requested, either state that you don't know or find a more experienced reenactor who might be able to answer the question. When talking with the public, if it is in an area where they are supposed to stay in a safety zone, do not invite them beyond that barrier. If a member of the public is venturing beyond a safety zone during an action scenario, get their attention as politely as possible and direct them back into the safety zone, or if needed stop the scenario.
   h. Reenactors must not leave the camp and demonstration areas to go into town or to go “shopping” while carrying weapons. This especially means that no reenactor should go to an establishment that vends alcoholic beverages while carrying firearms.
   i. Only let the public near horses or other animals when they are escorted in safe areas near the animals. Never put the animal or the public at risk. If you see a potential safety issue, withdraw the horse or animal, or escort the public away. Certain horses and animals can react badly to noises or sudden movement so be alert. If someone is misbehaving around the horses or animals remove them immediately or get the event authorities (or for very serious problems the police) to take whatever action seems appropriate.
VII. Rules Of Combat:

1. General:
   a. It is the responsibility of unit commanders and group leaders to insure compliance with any and all regulations. It is further their responsibility to determine whether a participant and their animals are properly trained for the event.
   b. Every mounted reenactor should understand that mounted reenacting is potentially dangerous and good judgement should be used at all times. They should also remember that they are responsible for the actions of their animals.
   c. No participant shall be allowed on the field if intoxicated or under the influence of a controlled substance.
   d. All battlefield and demonstration areas must be designated as such and must have a rope stake line or stronger barrier (particularly when animals are involved) to separate spectators from participants. Horses will not be ridden through spectator rope line areas. A loud speaker system to give historical information and help control the action and the spectators is highly recommended.
   e. All weapons firing demonstrations must take place at a distance of twenty-five (25) feet or more from the public, and weapons shall be fired away from the public, but never in the direction of the public. Any closer distance (in an indoor or narrow street or alley setting for example) must be strongly scripted, rehearsed using reduced cartridge loads, (or just primers), and where spectators are completely corralled from the action.
   f. Emergency personnel and/or ambulance crew should be on site (or at least close by and on call and aware of your activities) during all action scenarios.
   g. No firing of weapons in the camp area. The only exception to this is heavily scripted scenarios that are rehearsed where participants know exactly what they can and cannot do. Certain items should not be touched by combatants who are not the owners. (Examples are flags, cannons, and hand weapons.) Rehearsal avoids conflict.
   h. Battles where an opposing force advances toward the public may not fire in the public’s direction, except when the opposing line is between the attackers and the spectator line. At that time, the defending force (those with their backs to the public) must be at least fifty (50) feet from the spectators. Those firing in the direction of the spectators must be at least one hundred and fifty (150) feet from spectators and be aiming fifteen (15) feet in front of the opposing troop line, and at an oblique.
   i. Cannon fire must always be at a distance of at least one hundred (100) feet from the spectator line when firing in the general direction where spectators may be located. (Greater distance should be observed for guns with a bore size of three inches (3") or more. Artillery must be oblique with the spectator line, or firing away from the spectator line under such circumstances.
   j. Always use good judgment around weapons. If someone is not using safe procedures report it immediately. Every participant must be a safety officer.
   k. No participant will be made to perform any activity that they do not feel can be performed in a safe manner to themselves and others. Anyone who feels they cannot safely perform a task, should advise their unit commander or group leader. Remember safety is the primary concern.
   l. Stallions are not allowed at an event.
   m. Cavalrymen will enter the field as organized units. Mounted troops will not be allowed on the field, except as staff officers, unit couriers, or as part of an organized unit.

2. Combat, Horses, Guns:
   a. Safety in all activities is of primary concern, whether on or off the field. Injury to anyone, by you or your horse, can create serious liability for you and other members of the unit you belong to. Unsafe conduct cannot be tolerated. Remember, safety first. Always have respect for the other combatants, troopers, their horses and the spectators.
b. Any altercation or dispute between individuals, on and off the field, will be handled in a gentlemanly manner. Allow time for cooler heads to prevail.

c. All participants will maintain awareness of the location of spectators. No one will ride so close to spectators, so as to endanger them due to an unexpected action of a horse. A distance of fifty (50) feet between horses and the spectator lines is a good rule to follow.

d. Know your limitations and those of your horse. Don't put yourself or your horse in a situation you are not comfortable with.

e. Uncontrollable horses will be ordered from the field and no horse is to be unattended on the field. This includes simulated hits and rapid dismounts. No one will fall from a horse. To be a casualty, slump over the horse's neck and ride off the field.

f. Riding through other units, whether in formation or as skirmishers, will only be done if pre-arranged. A minimum interval of fifteen (15) feet is required to pass between Infantry, Artillery, or casualties on the ground. When passing near casualties on the ground horses should be kept to a walk or trot.

g. Cavalry should make every effort to stay out of areas designated as “no man's land” where there are field hazards or where pyrotechnic ground charges are located.

h. The chain of command will be followed on the field and all participants are expected to follow the orders of unit officers or group leaders.

i. Firearms will be loaded only on order of unit commanders or group leaders. Firearms are not kept loaded in camp.

j. Wagon trains and civilian reenactors are not generally uniformly armed or equipped to fight in ranks. If they are to take part in a battle, their animals should be on a separate part of the field in a controlled environment largely unaffected by the gun fire. (Civilians should not be used as Cavalry.) Civilians should never involve themselves in close order combat against regular troops and rarely against Native Americans (unless it is heavily scripted and rehearsed with the partnering of opposing combatants). Most civilians are farmers and merchants, not great fighters.

k. Pistols should be carried only in a holster or saddlebags and always with the hammer in between the nipples of the cylinder.

l. Match your opponent's weapon, fight sabers to sabers, pistols to pistols and carbine to carbine.

m. No firing of pistols or long arms directly at other combatants within fifty (50) feet of them.

n. Be careful not to point a pistol directly at anyone at close range. Always keep the muzzle up until ready to fire. Never have your finger on the trigger until you are ready to shoot.

o. Always fire your weapon at an angle away from people and horses. (Shoot down and away or up and away, but never at the head of a horse or reenactor and never at the legs of a horse. If you maintain the proper distance this should not be a problem.) Never fire directly toward another reenactor or the spectators. Weapons should always be elevated when firing.

p. Be aware of friendly fire, watch around you. Do not ride into your own troops muzzle blast. Be careful; know where your friend is.

3. Blade Weapons:

a. Any close contact fighting between mounted Cavalry or individuals, and Infantry or Artillery must be coordinated with the opposing unit commanders or group leaders and rehearsed prior to the battle. At no time will Cavalry engage Infantry with fixed bayonets.

b. All blade weapons should have dulled blades and all bladed weapons and camp tools should be sheathed and in a secure location at all times when not in use.

c. Bayonets, swords, and sabers should only be drawn from their sheaths while troops are under the direct control of their unit officers.

d. Troops with unsheathed bayonets should not close to a distance closer than 25 feet. Scripted bayonet battles can only be done with closed opposing lines if the bayonets used are harmless theatrical props. No live steel bayonets are to be used.

e. At no time should Cavalry or mounted persons attempt to pass through or close to a line of infantry with fixed bayonets.

f. All saber fighting will be done above shoulder level, and only after the participants have made eye contact, and the activity is agreeable to both parties. Blade points will be kept above eye level when engaged in interaction with others. Only attempt to engage another combatant with a saber when sitting upright in the saddle. Do not lean backwards and off balance. Engage with the flat side of the blade only. Badly nicked blades will not be allowed.

g. Do not swing your saber too hard. You may knock your opponent off balance, or he may lose control of his saber. Saber fighting should simulate combat and seem real from the distant view point of the spectator, but for the participant there should be no stress and strain involved. The saber hand should be kept higher than the head. The saber point will then be higher than the hand.

h. Never strike an opponent's body or horse with a saber or other bladed weapon.
i. Native Americans should wield war clubs or tomahawks in the same manner as sabers and should consider themselves as Infantry if on foot and as Cavalry if mounted. All scripted and rehearsed situations described in this manual apply to them. Close hand to hand combat should assume the same rules as saber to saber combat or should consider the use of theatrical prop weapons.

j. Cease the attack if trouble starts (e.g., you lose control, your opponent indicates he has had enough, someone nearby is unhorsed and so on). If someone becomes unhorsed, all activity in the vicinity stops until the horse is brought under control.

4. Some Basic Rules:

A. DO NOT charge a horse holder or an artillery piece being limbered or unlimbered.
B. DO NOT force your way through a battleline.
C. DO NOT grab a person or horse unless it has been pre-arranged and rehearsed.
D. DO NOT attempt to forcibly take a flag or guidon.
E. DO NOT lower the saber point at any time.
F. DO NOT continue to press a saber fight if your opponent indicates he wishes to disengage.
G. DO NOT fire into the ground or at a horses legs.
H. DO NOT fire your weapon directly at anyone.
I. DO NOT fire within 25 feet of anyone in front of you with a pistol or 50 feet with a long arm.
J. DO NOT APPROACH within 50 yards of a cannon muzzle or fire within 50 feet of a cannon limber.
K. DO NOT ride between an artillery piece and limber.
L. DO unto your fellow reenactors as you would have them do unto you.

5. Violations:

Violations of these safety rules can result in a person having to stand down from participation in further scenarios. Serious infractions can result in expulsion from an event.